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What GAO Found

For its Housing Finance Agency Innovation Fund for Hardest Hit Markets (HHF), the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) has addressed or partially addressed all 14 leading monitoring practices that GAO identified. For example, Treasury periodically collects performance data from housing finance agencies (HFA) and analyzes and validates these data. However, while Treasury requires HFAs to regularly assess the risks of their programs, it does not systematically collect or analyze these assessments. As a result, Treasury is missing an opportunity to ensure that HFAs are appropriately assessing their risk. Also, Treasury does not require HFAs to consistently document which of their staff are responsible for internal control execution. This documentation could help HFAs wind down their programs, particularly as staff turn over.

Most HFAs met Treasury’s goals for drawing down HHF funds, with $9.1 billion disbursed to HFAs as of September 2018. HHF programs have assisted hundreds of thousands of distressed homeowners since 2010. However, the data Treasury has collected are of limited use for determining how well HFAs met their goals for assisting households and demolishing blighted properties, or for evaluating the HHF program overall. For example, Treasury did not develop a consistent methodology for HFAs to use when setting performance targets, which limits Treasury’s ability to compare across programs or assess the HHF program as a whole. Further, GAO’s guide to designing evaluations states that where federal programs operate through multiple local public or private agencies, it is important that the data these agencies collect are sufficiently consistent to permit aggregation nationwide. Although HFAs have until the end of 2021 to disburse their HHF funds, many programs are beginning to close, making it too late for meaningful changes to Treasury’s approach to performance measurement. However, should Congress authorize Treasury to extend the program beyond December 2021 or establish a similar program in the future, it would be useful at that time for Treasury to develop a program evaluation design that would allow the agency to assess overall program performance, as well as performance across HFAs and program types.

Blighted Properties Slated for Demolition through the Hardest Hit Fund Program

Source: GAO
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Congressional Committees

The housing crisis that began in 2007 led to unprecedented home price declines, foreclosures, and high unemployment in certain parts of the country. In response, under the authority granted to it by the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) established the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP). Through TARP, Treasury funded housing programs intended to help prevent avoidable foreclosures and preserve homeownership, including the TARP Housing Finance Agency Innovation Fund for Hardest Hit Markets, also known as the Hardest Hit Fund (HHF).¹ HHF, established in 2010, provides funding to selected states to develop innovative solutions to housing market difficulties in their states. As of October 2018, Treasury had obligated $9.6 billion to 19 state housing finance agencies (HFA)—state-chartered authorities established to help meet affordable housing needs—to design and implement HHF programs.² Participating HFAs have until December 31, 2021, to disburse these funds.

The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 provided GAO with broad oversight authorities for actions taken under TARP activities and included a provision that we report on TARP activities and performance. We have continued to provide updates on the HHF program.³ This report provides an update on the HHF program as of December 31, 2017.⁴ This


²An HFA can designate another organization, referred to as an eligible entity, to implement the state’s HHF program. For ease of reporting, we refer to the state-level organizations that implement HHF as HFAs.


report (1) determines the extent to which Treasury’s monitoring of HHF addresses leading practices for program oversight, (2) provides information on HFAs’ active programs and the status of HFAs’ progress toward program targets, and (3) describes challenges in implementing HHF programs that HFAs and others identified.

To assess the extent to which Treasury’s monitoring of HHF addresses leading practices for program oversight, we obtained and reviewed documentation of Treasury’s policies and procedures for monitoring the HHF program. We identified 14 monitoring and oversight practices based on a review of federal internal control standards, Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidance, and GAO reports on leading monitoring activities. Although Treasury is not required to follow all of the guidance that we identified, we determined that the guidance describes practices that are helpful for creating an effective monitoring framework. We selected practices that focused on the structure of Treasury’s oversight framework, the performance measures Treasury requires HFAs to track, goal setting, and communication with external parties. We assessed the extent to which Treasury’s current monitoring policies and procedures addressed the leading practices. More specifically, we determined whether Treasury’s monitoring policies and procedures addressed, partially addressed, or did not address leading practices. Additionally, we compared evidence of Treasury’s 2016 and 2017 monitoring activities for all participating HFAs to the agency’s monitoring policies and procedures.

To describe active HHF programs and the status of HFAs’ progress toward program targets, we reviewed contracts and quarterly performance reports to identify HHF programs that were active as of December 2017. We defined programs as active if they had a total allocation approved by Treasury, were accepting applications, and were disbursing HHF funds as of December 2017. For each of these programs, we reviewed the HFA’s contract with Treasury to identify the most current targets for either assisting homeowners or demolishing blighted properties. We also analyzed quarterly performance reports on program

outputs (defined as the products or services delivered) and outcomes (defined as the consequences of carrying out an activity). Through a review of program documentation and information from knowledgeable officials, we found that Treasury’s output data on homeowners assisted and blighted properties demolished were sufficiently reliable for the purpose of describing program outputs. However, as we discuss later in this report, we found that outcomes data, such as the number of homeowners who are no longer participating in HHF programs, were not sufficiently reliable for our purposes due to differences in HFAs’ interpretations of outcomes data definitions, among other things.

To identify the factors that HFAs and other stakeholders viewed as challenges for the HHF program, we reviewed related audit reports and interviewed officials from four HFAs, selected based on their mix of HHF programs, proportion of HHF funds disbursed, and geographic diversity. For two of these HFAs, which had blight-elimination programs, we conducted site visits to observe activities related to blight elimination efforts. For this and the other objectives, we also interviewed mortgage servicers and organizations that work with HFAs and housing counseling agencies. To identify the factors that Treasury identified as challenges for the HHF program, we reviewed documentation of Treasury’s monitoring reports for 2016 and 2017 and interviewed Treasury officials. See appendix I for a full description of our scope and methodology.

We conducted this performance audit from November 2017 to December 2018 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

### Background

Treasury established HHF in February 2010 to help stabilize the housing market and assist homeowners facing foreclosure in the states hardest hit by the housing crisis. The HHF program is implemented by Treasury’s Office of Financial Stability. Treasury obligated funds to 18 states and the District of Columbia. Treasury allocated funds to each state’s HFA to help unemployed homeowners and others affected by house price declines. HFAs, in turn, design their own programs under HHF specific to local
economic needs and circumstances pursuant to their contracts with Treasury.

Treasury allocated $9.6 billion in HHF funding to 19 HFAs in five rounds. As described below, Treasury allocated $7.6 billion to participating HFAs during the first four rounds of funding, all of which occurred in 2010. HFAs were required to disburse these funds by December 2017.⁶

- **Round one:** In February 2010, Treasury allocated $1.5 billion to the HFAs in the five states that had experienced the greatest housing price declines—Arizona, California, Florida, Michigan, and Nevada.

- **Round two:** In March 2010, Treasury allocated $600 million to the HFAs in five states with a large proportion of their populations living in counties with unemployment rates above 12 percent in 2009—North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, and South Carolina.

- **Round three:** In August 2010, Treasury allocated $2 billion to the HFAs in nine of the states funded in the previous rounds, along with the HFAs for eight additional states and the District of Columbia, all of which had unemployment rates higher than the national average in 2009.⁷ The additional HFAs that received funding were Alabama, the District of Columbia, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Mississippi, New Jersey, and Tennessee.

- **Round four:** In September 2010, Treasury allocated an additional $3.5 billion to the same 19 HFAs that received HHF funding through the previous rounds.

In December 2015, the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2016 authorized Treasury to make an additional $2 billion in unused TARP funds available to existing HHF participants.⁸ In early 2016, Treasury announced a fifth round of HHF funding. According to Treasury and HFA officials and other stakeholders, by that time some of the participating HFAs had begun to wind down their programs by letting go of program staff or making other changes after they had disbursed most of their funding from the first four rounds. Treasury allocated this additional $2 billion in two phases.

---

⁶Treasury’s initial authority to make commitments of TARP funds to HHF and other programs expired in October 2010.

⁷The HFA for Arizona did not receive HHF funding in the third round because Arizona did not have an unemployment rate higher than the national average.

Round five, phase one: In February 2016, Treasury allocated $1 billion to 18 of the HFAs that had previously been awarded HHF funds based on each state’s population and utilization of previous HHF funds. In order to qualify for phase one funding, states had to have drawn at least 50 percent of their previously received funding.

Round five, phase two: In April 2016, Treasury allocated an additional $1 billion to 13 HFAs that applied and sufficiently demonstrated to Treasury their states’ ongoing housing market needs and the ability to effectively utilize additional funds. The HFAs that received funding were California, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Mississippi, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Tennessee.

In conjunction with the fifth round of funding, Treasury extended the deadline for disbursement to December 31, 2021. Treasury also determined that HFAs must finish reviewing and underwriting all applications for final approval to participate in the program no later than December 31, 2020. HFAs that do not disburse HHF funds by the December 31, 2021, deadline will have to return the remainder of the funds to Treasury. See figure 1 for an overview of the allocation amounts and disbursement deadlines.

9The Alabama HFA was not eligible for phase one of round five funding because it had drawn less than 50 percent of its previously allocated HHF funding.

10The HFAs for Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Nevada, and South Carolina did not apply for additional funding, and the HFA for Georgia applied but was not awarded additional funding.
Figure 1: Hardest Hit Fund Allocations to Housing Finance Agencies and Disbursement Deadlines

Treasury allocates initial $7.6 billion to the Hardest Hit Fund (HHF)

Treasury allocates additional $2.0 billion for HHF in round 5

Original disbursement deadline for first four rounds

Revised disbursement deadline

Source: Information from the Congressional Research Service and the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) | GAO-19-100

HHF Programs

Under HHF, HFAs designed locally tailored programs that address HHF’s goals of preventing foreclosures and stabilizing housing markets. These programs had to meet the requirements of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 and be approved by Treasury. Treasury categorizes programs into six types, which are discussed in detail later in this report, including programs that provide monthly mortgage payment assistance and programs that reduce the principal of a mortgage. Programs vary by state in terms of eligibility criteria and other details.

HFAs contract with various stakeholders to implement HHF programs, including mortgage servicers and, in some cases, housing counseling agencies and land banks. The types of stakeholders involved vary depending on program design. For example, HFAs with blight elimination programs may choose to provide HHF funding to a local land bank to

11A land bank is a public or community-owned entity created to acquire, manage, maintain, and repurpose vacant, abandoned, and foreclosed properties.
demolish and green blighted properties in distressed housing markets.\textsuperscript{12} Also, HFAs may contract with housing counseling agencies approved by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to identify eligible applicants at risk of foreclosure.

HFAs are required to report performance information on each of their HHF programs to Treasury on a quarterly basis. This information includes outputs, such as the number of homeowners assisted or properties demolished, as well as outcomes, such as the number of homeowners who are no longer participating in HHF programs.\textsuperscript{13} The specific types of performance information that Treasury requires HFAs to report vary depending on the program type and include both intended and unintended consequences of the program. For example, HFAs with mortgage payment assistance programs must report on the number of homeowners who have transitioned out of the program due to specific changes in their circumstances, such as regaining employment. HFAs do not have to report on the number of borrowers who transitioned out of the program into foreclosure sales, short sales, or deeds-in-lieu of foreclosure for their down payment assistance programs because the assistance is provided on behalf of a buyer who is purchasing, not selling or otherwise exiting, the home. Treasury provides HFAs with spreadsheet templates, which HFAs are to fill out and submit back to Treasury. The templates include data-reporting guidance in the form of a data dictionary, which describes the data elements HFAs are to report.

Participation Agreements

Participating HFAs’ HHF programs are governed by a participation agreement, or contract, with Treasury that outlines the terms and conditions in providing services that the HFA must meet as a recipient of HHF funds. Each agreement includes reporting requirements, program

\footnote{\textsuperscript{12}Greening vacant lots may involve removing trash, planting grass and trees, or developing a community garden, among other activities.}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{13}Outputs are products or services delivered. Outcomes are the intended result, effect, or consequence of carrying out an activity.}
deadlines, and descriptions of permitted administrative expenses. Additionally, agreements include detailed descriptions of the HHF programs that Treasury has approved. Program descriptions include details such as eligibility criteria, structure of assistance, and the estimated number of participating homeowners.

Participation agreements may be amended with Treasury approval to reflect changes to HHF programs, such as new requirements from Treasury or changes in the amounts HFAs allocate to each program. As an example, in 2015 Treasury added new conditions, called utilization thresholds, to each HFA’s participation agreement. The thresholds establish the percentage of allocated funds each HFA was required to draw from its Treasury account by the end of each year from 2016 through 2018. If an HFA did not meet a threshold, Treasury reallocated a portion of the additional funds received during the fifth round to HFAs that did meet the threshold. If an HFA would like to make a change to an HHF program, the HFA must submit a request to Treasury that outlines the proposed change. Treasury reviews the proposal through an interdisciplinary committee and, if the proposal is approved, amends the participation agreement. As of December 2017, the 19 participating HFAs had each received approval from Treasury and executed between 9 and 21 amendments to their individual participation agreements.

Treasury’s Monitoring of HHF Addresses or Partially Addresses Leading Practices for Program Oversight

Treasury’s policies and procedures to monitor HFAs’ implementation of the HHF program address 10 leading monitoring practices, including practices related to the collection of periodic performance reports and

14Permitted administrative expenses include start-up expenses (e.g., initial personnel; building, equipment, technology; professional services; supplies/miscellaneous; marketing/communications; travel; and website development), operating/administrative expenses (e.g., salaries; professional services; travel; buildings, leases and equipment; information technology; office supplies; insurance; training, marketing; and miscellaneous), and transaction-related expenses (e.g., recording fees, wire transfer fees, and decision costs).
validation of performance through site visits. However, Treasury’s assessment of HFAs’ internal control programs, development of performance indicators, documentation of goals and measures, and documentation of HFAs’ monitoring could better address leading practices (see fig. 2).

Figure 2: Comparison of the Department of the Treasury’s Current Monitoring Framework with Leading Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do Treasury’s policies and procedures address the following practices?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular monitoring of policies and procedures(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-based monitoring approach(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic collection of performance reports and data from implementing partners(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic analysis of performance data(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures for ensuring quality of performance data(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles and responsibilities of personnel responsible for monitoring(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of implementing partners’ performance through site visits or other means of verification(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures for project closeout(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consideration of performance information in making management decisions(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with external parties to address risks and achieve objectives(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification, evaluation, and monitoring of risks(^a,b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation that monitoring plans were executed(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of relevant output and outcome performance indicators(^a,f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation of goals and measures, and their relationship to program outputs(^a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


According to Treasury staff, Treasury’s policies and procedures for monitoring HHF have evolved since the program’s inception. Our review focused on policies and procedures implemented from January 2016 through September 2018. See app. I for additional information about our scope and methodology. See app. II for a detailed description of all 14 practices and their components.
Treasury Addressed 10 Leading Practices for Monitoring

Regular Monitoring of Policies and Procedures

Treasury created policies and procedures to guide regular oversight of HFAs’ implementation of HHF. According to internal control standards for the federal government, management should design control activities to achieve objectives and implement control activities through policies—such as by periodically reviewing policies, procedures, and related control activities. In addition, management should establish and operate activities to monitor the internal control system and evaluate the results—for example, through ongoing monitoring procedures and separate evaluations. Treasury documented procedures for key areas of its monitoring framework, including providing funds to HFAs, evaluating HFAs’ requests to change their programs, collecting financial and performance information from HFAs, conducting site visits, and addressing fraud detection and mitigation for Treasury’s staff. Treasury regularly updates the policies and procedures it created and reviews its compliance oversight procedures annually. In addition, Treasury regularly conducts site visits to HFAs, as discussed below.

Risk-Based Monitoring Approach

Treasury uses a risk-based approach to selecting HFAs for its regular site visits. This approach is consistent with leading practices we have developed for managing fraud risk, which state that agencies should employ a risk-based approach to fraud monitoring by taking into account internal and external factors that can influence the control environment. In 2018, Treasury began using a point-based, 29-factor approach to selecting HFAs for site visits for compliance reviews, taking into account

---

16 GAO-14-704G.
17 GAO-15-593SP.
factors such as whether prior fraud was detected or reported, observations from HFAs’ compliance reviews, administrative dollars spent compared to program assistance provided, and whether HFAs have documented blight-specific policies and procedures. According to Treasury staff, during site visits Treasury determines its test and sample sizes for a risk-based review of an HFA’s programs.

Treasury also uses a risk-based approach to responding to potentially impermissible payments, and according to Treasury staff, its responses depend on the circumstances. If an HFA notifies Treasury of issues related to inappropriate payments involving fraud, waste, or abuse, Treasury staff notify and work with the Office of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program (SIGTARP) to provide technical assistance as needed. In 2017, Treasury implemented additional procedures with regard to HFAs’ administrative expenses. If Treasury identifies an administrative expense issue during a site visit, Treasury requires the visited HFA to undertake a multistep review of its administrative expenses, including reviewing additional administrative expenses if similar problems are identified during the initial review. The HFA is required to reimburse HHF for any administrative expenses that were not made in accordance with federal cost principles. Additionally, Treasury may require the HFA to create a plan for corrective action.

**Periodic Collection of Performance Reports and Data from Implementing Partners**

Treasury collects performance information from participating HFAs on a regular basis, which a compliance team receives and reviews. These efforts are consistent with internal control standards, which state that management should use quality information to achieve the entity’s objectives, such as by obtaining relevant data from reliable sources. Treasury tracks its receipt of agencies’ quarterly performance reports and financial statements, as well as HFAs’ annual internal control

---

18 According to Treasury officials, Treasury’s approach to selecting HFAs for site visits prior to 2018 was not risk-based. Instead, Treasury generally selected HFAs based on factors such as past program history and length of time since the last site visit.

19 Treasury tests HFAs’ information, such as administrative expenses, program expenses, internal controls, and quality assurance documentation, by obtaining a sample of documents and checking for compliance with applicable requirements.

20 GAO-14-704G.
Quarterly performance reports include information about homeowners, such as the number of homeowners who receive or are denied assistance. These reports also include program-specific performance data, such as the median assistance amount, and outcomes, such as the number of program participants who still own their home. According to HFAs’ participation agreements, HFAs are required to report performance information through the end of their programs. In addition, Treasury collects informal monthly updates from HFAs on their program performance and is in frequent contact with HFAs by phone to obtain information on HFAs’ performance, including any challenges states are facing, according to Treasury staff and HFAs with whom we met. Treasury also collects reports on the impact of blight elimination programs, which HFAs with these programs are required to submit to Treasury.

Periodic Analysis of Performance Data

Treasury regularly analyzes the performance and financial data that it collects through quarterly performance reports, quarterly unaudited financial statements, and annual audited financial statements that HFAs are required to submit. Periodic analysis of these materials is consistent with standards for internal control, which state that management should design control activities to achieve objectives and respond to risks—for example, by establishing activities to monitor performance measures and indicators. Treasury uses information from quarterly performance reports to produce quarterly reports for the public on the number of homeowners who received or were denied assistance, among other things. Treasury also includes data on the extent to which states have spent their HHF funding in monthly reports to Congress. Additionally, Treasury analyzes quarterly unaudited and annual audited financial statements to monitor HFAs’ spending of program funds and identify any areas of concern. According to Treasury staff, the agency also uses

---

21 We previously recommended that Treasury consolidate state performance reports and financial reports into a single HHF report to provide policymakers and the public with the overall status of the program as well as the relative status and performance of the states’ efforts. Treasury implemented this recommendation by issuing quarterly consolidated performance reports. See GAO-12-783.

22 GAO-14-704G.

23 We reviewed whether Treasury analyzes the data it receives from HFAs. As mentioned later in this report, Treasury did not develop a methodology to ensure that HFAs calculate their outcomes consistently.
performance information HFAs report quarterly, such as the number of homeowners who receive or are denied assistance, to assess whether HFAs are making sufficient progress in effectively utilizing program funds to reach the targets for assisting homeowners.

Procedures for Ensuring Quality of Performance Data

Treasury has procedures to assess the quality of HFAs’ performance data when reviewing quarterly performance reports and conducting site visits.\(^{24}\) These procedures are consistent with internal control standards, which state that management should use quality information to achieve the entity’s objectives, such as by evaluating data sources for reliability.\(^{25}\) According to Treasury staff, beginning in the first quarter of 2018, Treasury required all participating HFAs to upload their performance data into a system that does basic data reliability testing, such as ensuring the numbers submitted by HFAs are consistent with data submitted for previous quarters. This system flags outliers or large changes for further review. Prior to this requirement, HFAs could use the system optionally. HFAs are able to upload their data as frequently as they want to check for errors or inconsistencies.

After performance information is uploaded into the system, two Treasury staff review any issues flagged by the system and follow up with HFAs to resolve them. According to Treasury staff, as an additional validation step, Treasury staff conducts a reconciliation by checking whether the funds reported in HFAs’ performance reports match the data in the HFAs’ quarterly financial reports. After Treasury reviews each HFA’s performance data, it combines that information to create quarterly reports. In addition, Treasury staff told us that they do a detailed review of HFAs’ financial statements during site visits, including but not limited to the timeliness of financial reporting, corrections to reports after the reporting cycle, and supporting documentation for all categories of expenditures sampled during the review.

\(^{24}\) We reviewed whether Treasury has procedures in place to help ensure the quality of the data HFAs report. Later in this report we discuss the usefulness of the data Treasury collects.

\(^{25}\) GAO-14-704G.
Roles and Responsibilities of Personnel Responsible for Monitoring

Treasury documents the offices that are responsible for receiving and reviewing monitoring materials, the deadlines for receiving this information, and the responsibilities of staff who execute internal control. This documentation is consistent with internal control standards, which state that management should implement control activities through policies, such as by documenting each unit’s internal control responsibilities. The standards also state that management should remediate identified internal control deficiencies on a timely basis, such as by having personnel report internal control issues through established reporting lines. Treasury’s policies and procedures document which offices are in charge of executing its monitoring procedures, such as collecting required documentation, conducting site visits, and evaluating HHF performance. Treasury informs HFAs of reporting lines to Treasury through phone calls and emails. Treasury and HFA staff also noted that they are in frequent contact with each other regarding administration of the program.

Validation of Implementing Partners’ Performance through Site Visits or Other Means of Verification

Treasury uses regular (at least biennial) site visits, biweekly calls with HFAs, and monthly informal performance updates as means of validating HFAs’ performance. These practices are consistent with OMB guidance, which states that a federal awarding agency may make site visits as warranted by program needs. Treasury uses its site visits to assess HFAs’ program implementation, conduct its own analyses of program results, review HFAs’ use of program funds, and review HFAs’ implementation of internal controls. According to Treasury staff, Treasury also uses site visits to corroborate the information HFAs report on their program performance and use of HHF funds.

According to HFAs with whom we met, site visits typically last multiple days and include entrance and exit conferences between Treasury and HFA staff. During site visits, Treasury staff review documentation related

26GAO-14-704G.

27See 2 C.F.R § 200.328 (2018). Treasury is not required to follow this guidance; however, we identified this practice as helpful in creating an effective monitoring framework, and the procedures Treasury created are similar to those in OMB’s guidance.
to homeowners and properties associated with the programs, quality assurance processes, antifraud procedures, information technology and data security, finances, and legal matters. After the site visit, Treasury issues a report documenting its observations. Within 30 days of receiving Treasury’s written report, HFAs are required to provide Treasury with a written response describing how they will address any issues of concern.

Procedures for Project Closeout

Treasury included some procedures for project closeout in HFAs’ participation agreements. Creating procedures for project closeout is consistent with OMB guidance, which states that agencies should close out federal awards when they determine that applicable administrative actions and all required work have been completed by the nonfederal entity. Participation agreements describe various procedures for closing out HHF programs, including requirements for the return of unexpended funds to Treasury and final reporting and provisions for reimbursement of expenses.

In addition, according to Treasury staff, Treasury is in the process of developing and issuing wind-down guidance for HFAs in stages to address specific areas of program activity. Agency officials also discussed winding down the HHF program during Treasury’s 2018 Annual Hardest Hit Fund Summit. The annual summit is a meeting that HFAs, servicers, and other stakeholders are invited to attend to facilitate information sharing among stakeholders involved in HHF. At the 2018 summit, the agency discussed topics that included final compliance and financial reviews, program change requests, operational timelines, and budgeting and staffing as they relate to the wind-down of HHF programs and operations. In addition, as states have begun to close some of their programs, Treasury has issued clarifying guidance to HFAs in order to effectively wind down the HHF program—including on streamlining the process for requesting changes to programs. Treasury staff also performed outreach to each HFA in April 2018 about their wind-down plans and, according to Treasury staff, the agency expects to prepare

---

See 2 C.F.R § 200.343 (2018). Treasury is not required to follow this guidance; however, we identified this practice as helpful in creating an effective monitoring framework, and the procedures Treasury created are similar to those in OMB’s guidance.

This clarifying guidance was issued in February and December 2017 and in September 2018.
written guidelines for HFAs on certain other topics related to winding down the program, including reporting requirements, as appropriate.

**Consideration of Performance Information in Making Management Decisions**

Treasury uses performance information to assess whether HFAs are performing at a satisfactory level. This practice is consistent with internal control standards, which state that management should establish and operate monitoring activities to monitor the internal control system and evaluate results, which can include evaluating and documenting the results of ongoing monitoring and separate evaluations to identify internal control issues. In addition, management should remediate identified internal control deficiencies on a timely basis. This can entail management completing and documenting corrective actions to remediate internal control deficiencies on a timely basis. Treasury staff described the agency’s process of assessing HFAs’ performance as “holistic.” As a part of this process, Treasury staff review the targets HFAs set for assisting households or demolishing blighted properties and monitor HFAs’ utilization rates. According to Treasury staff, if performance and financial data suggest that an HFA is not making sufficient progress toward its performance targets or is drawing funds too slowly, Treasury collaborates with the HFA and the HFA must create a plan to improve its performance. If an HFA is not responsive to Treasury’s efforts, Treasury issues a performance memorandum requiring the HFA to create a plan to address its deficiencies. As of October 2018, Treasury had issued performance memorandums to seven HFAs—five in 2012 and two in 2015.

Additionally, as mentioned previously, Treasury issues a report to each HFA following each site visit describing any issues of concern Treasury identified. Treasury requires HFAs to provide the agency with a written response to the report within 30 days of the report date describing the HFA’s plan for addressing any deficiencies.

---

30 GAO-14-704G.
Communication with External Parties to Address Risks and Achieve Objectives

Treasury regularly communicates with HFAs, servicers, and other stakeholders interested in HHF, which is consistent with internal control standards that state management should externally communicate the necessary quality information to achieve the entity’s objectives. This can include communicating with, and obtaining quality information from, external parties using established reporting lines.\(^{31}\) According to Treasury staff, Treasury holds biweekly calls with HFAs and servicers, facilitates issue-specific working groups between HFAs and stakeholders, and holds an annual summit related to HHF. HFA staff said Treasury staff are very responsive to program-related questions. Treasury’s annual summit allows interested parties, such as HFAs, servicers, and other stakeholders, to discuss important issues related to HHF.

Treasury Partially Addressed Four Leading Practices

Identification, Evaluation, and Monitoring of Risks

To assist HFAs in designing their internal control activities, including defining program objectives, Treasury created an optional risk assessment matrix to help HFAs and their auditors identify and assess HFAs’ risks. The matrix includes control objectives and example control activities, and it allows HFAs to determine their risk tolerances for each control objective. For example, for the risk of improper use of administrative funds, the matrix includes “ensuring that appropriate documentation exists to support HHF administrative expenses” as a control objective, and it lists routine review of administrative payments by internal auditors as an example control activity. HFAs can identify their risk tolerances as low, medium, or high in the matrix. This matrix is consistent with federal internal control standards, which state that management should define objectives clearly to enable the identification of risks and define risk tolerances.\(^{32}\)

However, Treasury does not systematically collect or evaluate HFAs’ risk assessments. HFAs’ participation agreements require them to submit an annual certification of their internal control programs by an independent

\(^{31}\)GAO-14-704G.
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auditor to Treasury. According to Treasury staff, independent auditors sometimes choose to include HFAs’ risk assessments with the annual certification, and during site visits Treasury obtains documentation of HFAs’ internal control programs, which sometimes includes their risk assessments. Outside of these instances, Treasury does not routinely collect HFAs’ risk assessments. Further, in those instances when Treasury does collect them, it does not analyze the assessments to evaluate whether the risk levels are appropriate. While Treasury does a more in-depth evaluation of HFAs’ internal controls during site visits, this review does not include evaluating the appropriateness of the risk levels HFAs identified. For example, one of the risk assessment matrixes we reviewed listed the HFAs’ administrative expenses as low-risk despite this HFA having a history of alleged improper-payment related issues with its HHF program, which Treasury’s review would not have evaluated.33 Treasury officials told us that during site visits they may discuss the risk levels that HFAs determine, but Treasury has not asked or required any HFAs to change a risk level.

Failure to collect and evaluate HFAs’ risk assessments is inconsistent with an important practice for preventing fraud we have previously identified—monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of preventive activities, including fraud risk assessments and the antifraud strategy, as well as controls to detect fraud and response efforts.34 Further, according to internal control standards, management should identify, analyze, and respond to risks related to achieving the defined objectives, and an oversight body may oversee management’s estimates of significance so that risk tolerances have been properly defined.35

According to Treasury staff, the risk assessment matrixes are intended for use by HFAs and their independent auditors in preparing for the annual certification. They said that risk tolerances, or levels, are to be assigned by HFAs and their independent auditors, not by Treasury, and that it would be inappropriate for Treasury to interfere with their determination.

33For example, SIGTARP found that this HFA charged thousands of dollars in unnecessary expenses to the HHF program.

34GAO-15-593SP. For this report, we reviewed whether Treasury’s monitoring included evaluating those activities. We did not evaluate whether states’ fraud risk assessments and antifraud strategies meet leading practices or whether states’ antifraud controls are effective.
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However, agreed-upon procedures performed by HFAs’ independent auditors do not provide assurance or conclusion as to whether HFAs’ risk levels are appropriate. For example, in two agreed-upon procedures reports we reviewed, the auditors stated that the procedures performed were based on the HFAs’ risk matrixes, but they did not mention assessing whether the risk levels assigned to different controls were appropriate. Treasury staff also said that Treasury expands its sample size and criteria for specific programs or categories of expenses during a compliance review where repeated or significant observations have been previously found. However, by not collecting and evaluating HFAs’ risk assessments, Treasury limits its ability to monitor the effectiveness of HFAs’ preventive activities, controls to detect fraud, and response efforts. In addition, Treasury is missing an opportunity to help ensure that risk levels are appropriate.

Documentation That Monitoring Plans Were Executed

Treasury’s documentation of its efforts to monitor HFAs is consistent with internal control standards, which state that management should establish and operate activities to monitor the internal control system and evaluate results and remediate deficiencies on a timely basis. More specifically, the standards cite as characteristics of these principles that management evaluate and document the results of ongoing monitoring and separate evaluations to identify internal control issues, and determine appropriate corrective actions for internal control deficiencies on a timely basis. Treasury addresses these criteria by documenting its monitoring findings through site visit reports, as previously discussed. Treasury requires HFAs to provide the agency with a plan to address any issue described in the site visit report within 30 days. In addition, Treasury addresses these criteria by documenting HFAs’ responses and assessing whether the issue has been addressed at the next site visit. Furthermore, Treasury sets deadlines for and documents receipt of HFAs’ annual internal control certifications, quarterly financial and performance reports, and annual audited financial statements. When underperforming HFAs are not responsive to Treasury’s attempts to work with them to improve their performance, Treasury documents the issues it has found and requires the HFAs to create and submit a corrective plan.
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Treasury also directs HFAs to establish and execute their own internal control system, but it does not require HFAs to consistently document which of their staff are responsible for internal control execution. HFAs were required to submit staffing information within 90 days of joining HHF. However, HFAs are not required to regularly update this information. Further, Treasury’s written procedures for reviewing HFAs’ internal control programs during site visits do not include reviewing documentation of which HFA staff are responsible for responding to or reporting internal control issues. These practices are inconsistent with standards for internal control, which state that management should establish an organizational structure, assign responsibility, and delegate authority to achieve the entity’s objectives. The standards also note that effective documentation can assist management’s design of internal control by establishing the “who, what, when, where, and why” of internal control execution.37

We asked Treasury if it encouraged HFAs to document which personnel are in charge of executing internal control procedures. Treasury staff referred us to the initial requirement that HFAs submit staffing information within 90 days of joining HHF and stated that there is no requirement that HFAs update this information. Further, Treasury staff said that during site visits they interview key HFA staff who execute internal controls and document these interviews. However, this practice does not help ensure that HFAs consistently provided updated information to their staff about which of their staff are responsible for internal control execution. Without requiring HFAs to routinely update their documentation, particularly as HFAs are winding down their HHF programs and staff begin to turn over, Treasury cannot be assured that HFAs are keeping their staff updated about who is responsible for monitoring issues and internal control execution.

Development of Relevant Output and Outcome Performance Indicators

Treasury and HFAs created quantitative output and outcome measures to assess HFAs’ performance. For example, Treasury created utilization thresholds to help ensure HFAs spend their HHF funds in a timely manner. Also, HFAs created performance targets to estimate the number of homeowners they could assist (or blighted properties they could
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demolish) through HHF. These activities are consistent with an attribute of successful performance measures—specifically, that measures should have a numerical goal.\textsuperscript{38}

However, some of Treasury’s performance measures are not clearly stated, and Treasury did not create consistent methodologies for HFAs to use to assess the performance of their HHF programs. In our previous work on attributes of successful measures, we identified that measures should be clearly stated and that the name and definition should be consistent with the methodology used to calculate them.\textsuperscript{39} While Treasury provided HFAs with a data dictionary to describe the information HFAs are required to report, Treasury defined the term “unique applicants” in a manner that allows HFAs to count applicants differently, leading to inconsistencies in HFAs’ methodologies for calculating some performance measures. As discussed later in this report, Treasury also allowed and sometimes required HFAs to self-define some data elements.

Additionally, performance measures should indicate how well different organizational levels are achieving goals.\textsuperscript{40} However, Treasury did not design a consistent methodology for HFAs to use to develop targets for the number of homeowners and properties their HHF programs may assist, and as discussed later in this report, HFAs we interviewed used different methodologies. Because some of Treasury’s performance measures are not clearly stated and because Treasury did not design consistent methodologies for HFAs to use in setting targets, as HFAs close down their HHF programs, Treasury has a limited ability to compare performance across HFAs or aggregate these data to evaluate how well the HHF program as a whole is achieving its goals.

**Documentation of Goals and Measures and Their Relationship to Program Outputs**

Treasury created goals and measures to assess HHF performance, consistent with a practice we previously identified of creating performance


\textsuperscript{39}GAO-03-143.

goals and measures that address important dimensions of program performance and balance competing priorities.\textsuperscript{41} Treasury addressed this practice by creating utilization thresholds for HFAs and inserting them in HFAs’ participation agreements. Treasury also addressed this practice by documenting its performance measures, using standardized spreadsheets through which HFAs regularly report on outputs and outcomes related to the services provided to distressed homeowners.

However, Treasury has not explicitly documented the relationship between program outputs and the overall goals of the HHF program, and it does not generally require HFAs to establish intermediate goals unless the HFA has not met Treasury’s performance expectations. This is inconsistent with practices we previously identified relating to results-oriented performance goals and measures. Among these practices are including explanatory information on goals and measures in performance plans and using intermediate goals to show progress or contributions toward intended results.\textsuperscript{42} The main goals of HHF are to prevent foreclosures and stabilize housing markets. However, Treasury has not documented the relationship between many of the program outputs it tracks and the main goals of the HHF program. According to Treasury, the relationship between its outputs and the goals of HHF can be inferred through various memorandums and materials it issued when HHF was created. However, these documents do not explicitly explain the rationale for the use of these output measures to assess HHF’s ability to stabilize neighborhoods and prevent foreclosures. By not documenting the relationship between HHF’s program outputs and services and the overall goals of the HHF program or requiring all HFAs to set intermediate goals, Treasury missed the opportunity to more proactively articulate a results-oriented focus for the HHF program.

\textsuperscript{41}GAO/GGD/AIMD-99-69.
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Most HFAs Have Met Thresholds for Withdrawing Funds, but Inconsistent Targets and Outcome Measures Limit the Assessment of Program Performance

Most Homeowners Participating in HHF Were Assisted through Mortgage Payment Assistance Programs

As of December 2017, the 19 participating HFAs had 71 active HHF programs. Active HHF programs fall under one of six Treasury-defined program types: mortgage assistance, reinstatement, transition assistance, principal reduction, down payment assistance, and blight elimination. Participating HFAs may have implemented additional HHF programs, but these programs had either stopped disbursing funds or had not received a total allocation from Treasury at the time of our review. Individual HFAs may implement multiple programs—for example, the Mississippi HFA had two active programs, and the South Carolina HFA had five.

The most common type of HHF program as of December 2017 was mortgage assistance, as shown in table 1. All 19 HFAs had active mortgage payment assistance programs as of December 2017. In contrast, 3 HFAs had active transition assistance programs.

---

43 We defined programs as active if they had a total allocation approved by Treasury, were accepting applications, and were disbursing funding as of December 2017. To determine which programs were accepting applications and disbursing funding as of this date, we contacted each of the 19 HFAs. Treasury defines programs as active if they have been approved and are currently funded by Treasury. Under this definition, Treasury identified 90 active HHF programs as of December 31, 2017.
Table 1: Types of Hardest Hit Fund Programs, as of December 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program type</th>
<th>Number of active programs</th>
<th>Program description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blight elimination</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Provides funds to demolish, green, or otherwise address vacant and abandoned homes.(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down payment assistance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Provides funds to stimulate home purchase activity and stabilize neighborhoods in targeted areas that continue to demonstrate high levels of housing market distress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage payment assistance</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Provides monthly payment and reinstatement assistance on behalf of homeowners who are unable to afford their monthly mortgage payment due to an eligible financial hardship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal reduction</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Reduces mortgage principal to facilitate a permanent loan modification, recast, second lien extinguishment, or a buy-and-modify program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinstatement</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Provides funds to help borrowers who have the ability to make regular monthly payments to bring a mortgage current.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition assistance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Provides relocation payments or other assistance to facilitate a short sale or deed-in-lieu of foreclosure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>71</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Hardest Hit Fund program information. | GAO-19-100

\(^a\) Greening vacant lots may involve removing trash, planting grass and trees, or developing a community garden, among other activities.

As of December 2017, we found that the 71 active HHF programs had assisted approximately 400,000 homeowners and demolished almost 24,000 blighted properties.\(^44\) According to Treasury data, the majority of homeowners who received HHF assistance participated in a mortgage payment assistance program. Treasury data also indicate that transition assistance programs assisted the smallest number of homeowners relative to other HHF program types (see table 2).

\(^44\) Some HFAs allowed homeowners to participate in more than one type of HHF program; therefore, aggregating the number of homeowners assisted may have resulted in double-counting.
Table 2: Total Number of Homeowners Assisted and Blighted Properties Demolished by Program Type, as of December 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program type</th>
<th>Total homeowners assisted</th>
<th>Total blighted properties demolished</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blight elimination</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>23,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down payment assistance</td>
<td>36,979</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage payment</td>
<td>228,323</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal reduction</td>
<td>28,212</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinstatement</td>
<td>102,328</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition assistance</td>
<td>1,453</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: n/a = not applicable.
Source: GAO analysis of Hardest Hit Fund program information. | GAO-19-100

Note: Some housing finance agencies allowed homeowners to participate in more than one type of Hardest Hit Fund program; therefore, aggregating the number of homeowners assisted may have resulted in double-counting.

HHF programs of the same program type can vary in a number of ways, including eligibility criteria, length of time implemented, and number of homeowners assisted. Within each program type, HFAs designed programs that sometimes varied based on specific housing needs. For example, while both the Nevada and Florida HFAs had active reinstatement programs as of December 2017, these programs had different eligibility criteria. The Nevada HFA’s reinstatement program targeted low-to-moderate income homeowners who had fallen behind on their mortgages. The Florida HFA offered a similar reinstatement program for delinquent mortgages but also offered a program for senior homeowners who had fallen behind on property taxes and other fees.

HHF programs also varied by duration and the amounts of assistance provided as of December 2017. For instance, since all HFAs initially launched mortgage payment assistance programs at the beginning of HHF, these programs have been active for an average of 7 years. In contrast, HFAs began implementing down payment assistance programs in 2015. Additionally, the median amount of assistance provided varied by program type. According to analysis of Treasury data from 2010 through 2017, assistance ranged from a median amount of $4,000 per household for transition assistance programs to over $42,000 per household for principal reduction programs.

The HHF program is beginning to wind down. As of September 2018, Treasury had disbursed $9.1 billion of the $9.6 billion obligated under HHF. According to Treasury officials, although HFAs may continue
issuing new approvals through December 31, 2020, most states have already begun to close down HHF programs or will do so by the end of 2018 as they exhaust their available funds. These include California and Florida, the two largest states in the program.

Most HFAs Have Met Thresholds for Withdrawing Funds from Treasury

According to Treasury officials, during the fifth round of funding Treasury established new conditions for HFAs, called utilization thresholds, to help maximize the use of the $2 billion in newly available funds. According to documentation from Treasury, if an HFA does not meet its utilization threshold, Treasury will reallocate a portion of the unused funds to HFAs that did. The amount reallocated to each HFA is determined by state population, the percentage of funds drawn by HFAs, and other factors.

The utilization thresholds for 2016 and 2017 were structured as follows:

- **2016.** If an HFA did not draw at least 70 percent of its funding from rounds one through four by December 31, 2016, 50 percent of its round five funding would have been reallocated.

- **2017.** If an HFA did not draw at least 95 percent of its funding from rounds one through four by December 31, 2017, 75 percent of its round five funding would have been reallocated.

Most HFAs have met Treasury’s 2016 and 2017 utilization thresholds. More specifically, the 18 HFAs eligible for round five funding met the 2016 utilization threshold. As a result, Treasury did not reallocate any HHF funds for that year. As of December 2017, 17 of the 18 HFAs eligible for round five funding met the 2017 utilization threshold. The Nevada HFA drew 70 percent of its funding for rounds one through four as of December 31, 2017, and therefore did not meet the 2017 utilization threshold. As a result, Treasury reallocated approximately $6.7 million of the Nevada HFA’s unused fifth round HHF funds to the 17 other HFAs.

---

45 In order to qualify for phase one of round five funding, HFAs had to draw 50 percent or more of their funding from rounds one through four. The Alabama HFA was the only HFA to not meet this requirement.

46 Treasury reallocated funds in 2018. For additional information about the amount of HHF funding HFAs drew down in 2017, see app. III.
As of September 2018, all HFAs had met the 2018 utilization threshold, and Treasury had disbursed most of the funds obligated under HHF. If an HFA did not draw at least 80 percent of its participation cap by December 31, 2018, an amount equal to the portion of round five funding that had not been drawn from Treasury would have been reallocated.

Data on the Extent to Which HHF Programs Met Targets Are of Limited Use Because Treasury Did Not Develop a Consistent Methodology for Calculating Targets

The targets that HFAs set are of limited use for evaluating the performance of individual programs, program types, HFAs, or the HHF program overall. In their participation agreements, HFAs were required to estimate the number of homeowners they intended to assist and, if they had a blight elimination program, the number of blighted properties they intended to demolish for each of their HHF programs. Treasury refers to these estimates as targets.

HFAs that we spoke with used different methodologies to calculate these targets. For instance, one of the HFAs we spoke to calculated targets for the number of homeowners they could assist by dividing the program’s total allocation by the average amount of assistance it anticipated awarding to each homeowner. In contrast, another HFA calculated its target for assisting homeowners by dividing that program’s total allocation by the maximum amount of assistance homeowners could be awarded through the program. According to Treasury staff, they did not develop a consistent methodology for HFAs to use in setting these targets because, in their view, HFAs are most familiar with local conditions and should have flexibility in adjusting the program criteria or creating new programs based on these conditions.

Internal control standards state that management should define objectives clearly to enable the identification of risks and define risk tolerances. In particular, the standards note the importance of stating measurable objectives in a form that permits reasonably consistent measurement.47 Further, our guide to designing evaluations states that where federal programs operate through multiple local public or private agencies, it is important that the data agencies collect are sufficiently consistent to permit aggregation nationwide, which allows evaluation of
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progress toward national goals. Because Treasury did not develop a consistent methodology for HFAs to use when setting performance targets, the targets HFAs developed do not permit consistent measurement of program performance or an evaluation of how well the HHF program as a whole met its goals. However, with the program beginning to wind down, any changes going forward would not improve the consistency of previously collected data or Treasury’s ability to evaluate the program as a whole.

Treasury Collects Information on Outcomes for Some HHF Programs, but This Information Is of Limited Use

Treasury Requires HFAs to Report Some Outcome Information for Four Program Types

Treasury collects quarterly data on outcomes from HFAs that implement four of the six HHF program types: mortgage payment assistance, principal reduction, reinstatement programs, and transition assistance programs. HFAs must track outcomes, both intended and unintended, until a household is no longer involved with an HHF program. Intended outcomes include, for example, the number of homeowners who completed or transitioned out of an HHF program as a result of regaining employment. Unintended outcomes include the number of homeowners who transitioned out of an HHF program into a foreclosure sale. The type of outcomes Treasury requires HFAs to track depends on the program type.

Treasury did not design outcome measures in a way that would permit it to use these data to evaluate whether HFAs or the overall program are achieving the stated goals. More specifically, Treasury officials told us that the data they collect on outcomes cannot be used to compare the outcomes achieved by different HFAs or through different HHF program types. According to Treasury officials, HFAs have historically had different interpretations of Treasury’s outcome measures. Treasury revised its template for HHF reporting in 2015 and 2017 to clarify certain performance-related terms. However, Treasury officials told us that conclusions drawn from HHF data on some outcomes are of limited use because HFAs interpret Treasury’s guidance on these data differently.

Additionally, after it made revisions to guidance on performance reporting in 2015, Treasury allowed—and in some cases required—HFAs to self-define certain data elements. For example, Treasury required HFAs to define how they calculate the median principal forgiveness awarded by an HHF program.49

As previously discussed, a key attribute of effective performance measurement is clearly stated performance measures with names and definitions that are consistent with the methodology used to calculate the measure.50 Additionally, we have noted in our guide to designing evaluations that a program’s outcomes signal the ultimate benefits achieved by a program and should be considered when evaluating a program.51 Further, OMB has set the expectation that agencies should conduct evaluations of federal programs.52 However, because Treasury did not clarify certain outcome measures until 5 years into the program, or take steps to ensure that HFAs calculated alternative outcomes consistently, even after Treasury clarified its reporting guidance, the alternative outcomes data that Treasury collects are of limited use for evaluating the performance of HFAs, HHF programs by program type, or the HHF program overall. As many programs are closing, further clarification or changes would not capture the full scope of the program and would not improve such evaluations.

**Treasury Requires HFAs with Blight Elimination and Down Payment Assistance Programs to Conduct Impact Studies**

Treasury requires HFAs with blight elimination and down-payment assistance programs to identify indicators that are intended to track and quantify the HHF program’s impact on targeted areas, although HFAs are not required to report outcomes data to Treasury in their quarterly performance reports for these program types. According to Treasury, blight elimination and down payment assistance programs are focused on stabilizing housing markets in targeted distressed areas to prevent

---

49Principal forgiveness is a type of mortgage modification that lowers borrowers’ monthly payments by forgiving a portion of the loan’s principal balance.
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foreclosures, and therefore they are not required to report individual-level outcomes for HFAs to report in quarterly performance reports. Treasury officials told us that the impact of these program types upon neighborhoods, such as increases in the values of properties in neighborhoods where down-payment assistance or blight elimination programs were used, may not be observable immediately but may appear over time. As of August 2018, four of eight HFAs with blight elimination programs had submitted impact studies to Treasury.\(^{53}\) Also, all HFAs with down payment assistance programs have submitted studies to Treasury.

Three blight elimination program impact studies suggest that the programs had positive impacts on targeted areas, although two of the studies have important limitations. Studies on the programs in Michigan and Ohio found that home prices increased in communities where blighted properties were demolished.\(^{54}\) For example, the Ohio study found there was about a 4-dollar increase in home values for every dollar spent on the HHF-funded blight elimination program. However, this study examined only 1 of the 18 counties that were served by the Ohio HFA’s blight elimination program. A study on the Illinois program found that certain key economic indicators had improved over a 6-year period in areas targeted by the program.\(^{55}\) For example, the percentage of negative equity mortgages in 9 of the 10 areas studied declined by an average of 7 percent between 2010 and 2016.\(^{56}\) However, the findings of this study do not isolate the independent effect of the Illinois HFA’s blight elimination

\(^{53}\)One of the four studies estimates the impacts that two programs have on property values in South Carolina. Because the study did not specify the extent to which HHF funded these programs and the estimates used in this study have inherent weaknesses, we do not include this study in our report.


\(^{56}\)Negative equity mortgages occur when homeowners owe more than the value of their home.
program because other factors, such as local economic conditions, could also affect the performance of key economic indicators.

Stakeholders Identified a Variety of Challenges in Implementing HHF Programs

Treasury, HFAs, and Mortgage Servicers Described Challenges Related to Implementing Programs

HHF stakeholders with whom we spoke described challenges in implementing HHF programs related to staffing and multiple funding rounds, program implementation, outreach to borrowers, program accessibility, the variety of programs and their status, and external factors. Both Treasury staff with responsibilities for monitoring HFAs' implementation of HHF and stakeholders told us that these were the types of topics discussed during regular phone calls and annual meetings. Stakeholders included staff from four HFAs that are implementing HHF programs, mortgage servicers and housing counseling agencies that are involved with HHF, and other interested organizations, including those that work with HFAs.57

Staffing and multiple funding rounds. All four HFAs and various stakeholders with whom we spoke told us that staff turnover at HFAs presents challenges. In some cases, turnover has been related to the way the HHF program has been funded. For example, staff from two HFAs mentioned that either they let staff go or their temporary staff found more permanent positions as the agencies spent down their initial HHF funds. When Congress authorized Treasury to make additional TARP funds available to HHF beginning in 2016, these HFAs had to hire and train new staff. Treasury officials told us that many HFAs encountered staffing challenges as a result of the program’s fifth funding round. Additionally, staff from two servicers and an organization that advocates for HFAs told us that HFA turnover presents challenges because it takes time for new staff to become familiar with the program and for programs to ramp back up.

57 See app. I for additional information about the stakeholders with whom we met.
**Program implementation.** Staff from most of the HFAs and servicers with whom we spoke, as well as Treasury staff and other stakeholders, told us that implementation of the HHF program was challenging. Specific implementation challenges mentioned by HFAs included creating an in-house information system to manage HHF data; managing refinancing requests from homeowners who have been awarded HHF funds (to help ensure the HFA’s place as a lien-holder); and sharing information with servicers. While Treasury helped to develop a system to facilitate the sharing of loan-level information for the HHF program, one HFA and some servicers noted that the system has not always worked smoothly. Additionally, Treasury staff told us that a challenge HFAs are currently facing is the wind-down of the HHF program. They stated that HFAs must determine how they should advertise to the public, internal staff, and external partners that programs are closing; when they should stop accepting applications; and what resources are available for activities related to program closeout.

**Outreach to homeowners.** All four HFAs and an advocacy organization told us that it can be challenging to effectively reach eligible homeowners. As an example, staff from one HFA told us that housing counseling agencies have been an effective tool for making homeowners aware of HHF programs but that there are fewer foreclosure counselors available to homeowners now compared to when the HHF program started in 2010. Staff from an HFA that closed its HHF programs to new applicants after the initial funding rounds told us that it was challenging to communicate to the public, and therefore to potential clients, that its HHF programs were reopening after they received additional funding. Additionally, a representative of a nonprofit organization that works to address challenges in the mortgage market told us that many people did not know about the HHF program and that program information was hard for consumers to find on many states’ websites.

**Program accessibility.** According to academic research and two stakeholders (an advocacy group and a housing counseling agency), the accessibility of an HFA’s program can affect program participation. A 2014 study of Ohio’s HHF program found that the design of the program

---

58 A Common Data File was created in September 2010 to facilitate the sharing of loan-level information between HFAs and servicers. For additional information about initial data sharing challenges and the creation of this file, see GAO-12-783.
hampered accessibility and therefore program participation. The program was designed to require registrants (those who started the application process) to continue the application process by working with a housing counseling agency. The study found that registrants who lived within 5 miles of their assigned housing counseling agency submitted a complete application almost 32 percent of the time, while those who lived over 50 miles away submitted a complete application about 18 percent of the time. Similarly, a representative for an organization that advocates on behalf of low-income homeowners noted that the design of one state HHF program requires applicants to meet with specific housing counseling agencies to complete the application process. However, the housing counseling agencies to which applicants are assigned may not be nearby. The representative stated that in some cases, homeowners are assigned to a housing counseling agency that is located 3 or 4 hours away from where the homeowners live. According to the advocacy group representative, this design is particularly challenging for elderly homeowners who may have trouble applying online and need personal help.

Additionally, representatives for a housing counseling agency told us that their state HFA stopped involving community organizations to guide applicants throughout the application process once the HFA received additional HHF funding in 2016 and instead chose to work with applicants directly. They said this design may hurt homeowners who do not live near the HFA and would benefit from in-person assistance that could be provided close to their homes. A representative from the state’s HFA confirmed that the HFA decided to work directly with applicants once it received additional HHF funds in 2016. The representative stated that while homeowners could also apply for HHF assistance online (after the HFA changed the program design in 2016), the HFA’s system did not accept electronic signatures. Thus, homeowners without the ability to print and scan documents would need to come to the HFA’s office to complete the application process.

**Variety of programs and their status.** Treasury officials noted that the wide variety of programs that HFAs are implementing can create operational challenges for HFAs. As an example, the officials explained that HFAs may encounter challenges when their programs require

---

coordination with local partners. For example, land banks can encounter delays in acquiring properties for demolition, and contractors may not do demolition work properly or may attempt to increase the amounts that they charge for their work after winning a contract.

Five mortgage servicers with whom we spoke described similar challenges. For example, representatives from one servicer told us that it was challenging to work with the 19 different HFAs because they all implemented different HHF programs. The representative added that it was particularly challenging if an HFA had a change in either leadership or points of contact for the HHF program. Another servicer explained that servicers have to review each HFA’s participation agreement and subsequent updates. This servicer noted that updates to agreements can create challenges, as the servicer needs to determine whether it can provide what the HFA is requesting. Representatives from this and a third servicer told us that it would have been helpful for servicers to have an up-to-date list of active HHF programs. Further, one servicer told us that it is challenging to help homeowners understand that each HFA and program has different requirements and guidelines. As previously discussed, Treasury communicates information to stakeholders, such as servicers, through regular conference calls. However, Treasury expects HFAs to keep their servicers abreast of the status of HHF programs because HFAs contract directly with servicers.

Representatives from one HFA noted that it was challenging to keep servicers updated on changes to their HHF programs. For example, they reported that when the HFA made changes to its unemployment program, servicers confused the program with another of the agency’s HHF programs. The representatives also stated that they have had to make many phone calls to try to keep servicers up to date.

**External factors.** Treasury officials and other stakeholders noted that external factors such as changing market needs and natural disasters have created challenges for some HFAs. Treasury officials noted that some HFAs have had to change their HHF programs over time to respond to changes in local housing conditions. An organization that advocates for HFAs as well as an HFA similarly noted that changing housing markets present challenges for HFAs, which have to adjust their program offerings in an effort to continue to serve homeowners. As previously discussed, HFAs must obtain Treasury approval to add or revise their HHF programs, and they must document the changes by amending participation agreements. Treasury officials also noted that natural disasters can affect HHF programs because HFAs have to turn
their attention to post-disaster housing needs. Additionally, Treasury officials stated that after a natural disaster it can become difficult to verify the eligibility of applicants, particularly if key documents have been lost or communication channels with homeowners or servicers are affected.

**Treasury and SIGTARP Also Identified Challenges through Their Monitoring and Oversight Activities**

Through its on-site monitoring efforts, Treasury has identified issues that participating HFAs must address for their HHF programs. During on-site reviews in 2016 and 2017, Treasury staff assessed selected HFAs’ efforts in one or more Treasury-identified areas. As previously noted, Treasury’s policy at the time of our review was to conduct on-site reviews of each participating HFA at least once every 2 years. In 2016 Treasury conducted on-site monitoring visits for 14 HFAs and identified issues that the HFAs needed to address to improve their HHF programs. Issues Treasury identified primarily fell into two areas. The first of these was monitoring processes and internal controls—for example, Treasury found that one HFA had not developed documentation of its compliance procedures for a down payment assistance program. The other primary area was homeowner eligibility—for example, Treasury found that an HFA had misclassified the reasons that some homeowners were not admitted into the state’s HHF program.

In 2017 Treasury conducted site visits to 15 HFAs. For this period, Treasury’s most common issues related to homeowner eligibility and administrative expenses. According to Treasury officials, the increase in issues related to administrative expenses between 2016 and 2017 was a result of greater agency focus on this topic. Treasury observed, for example, that one HFA lacked sufficient documentation to support some administrative expenses and that another HFA had misclassified some administrative expenses. As previously discussed, HFAs are required to provide Treasury with a written plan describing how they will address issues Treasury identifies and reimburse HHF for any impermissible expenses.

---

60Treasury’s on-site monitoring reviews may include assessments of monitoring processes and internal controls, eligibility, program expenses and income, administrative expenses, reporting, and legal issues.

61Some of Treasury’s reviews include assessment of all HHF programs, while others are limited in scope and focus on a single HHF program.
Through its oversight activities, SIGTARP reported that some participating HFAs have encountered challenges related to appropriate use of administrative expenses, management of their programs, and blight removal. In August 2017, SIGTARP reported that participating HFAs used $3 million in HHF funds for unnecessary expenses. The report maintained that some HFAs were using their administrative funds for expenses that were unnecessary. In a May 2018 hearing, SIGTARP testified that some HFAs were not following federal cost principles related to administrative expenses. Additionally, SIGTARP has issued reports describing mismanagement of the HHF program by specific HFAs, as well as challenges related to blight removal. While Treasury has disagreed with the dollar amount of administrative expenses used inappropriately by HFAs, it has also worked with HFAs and SIGTARP to address SIGTARP’s findings.

Conclusions

As HHF programs begin to close and participating HFAs take steps to ensure they spend all of their HHF funds before the program deadline, opportunities exist in two areas for Treasury to manage risk and improve program operation and closeout:

- By not consistently and routinely collecting HFAs’ risk assessments, Treasury limits its ability to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of HFAs’ preventive activities, controls to detect fraud, and response efforts. Further, by not evaluating these risk assessments, Treasury is missing an opportunity to help ensure that risk levels are appropriate.
- As HFAs wind down their HHF programs and HFA staff are relieved of their HHF-related positions, maintaining updated and accurate staffing

---


63Christy Goldsmith Romero, Special Inspector General for TARP, Ten Years of TARP: Examining the Hardest Hit Fund, testimony before the House Subcommittees on Intergovernmental Affairs and Government Operations and the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, 115th Cong., 2nd sess., May 22, 2018.

information can help ensure that HFA staff are informed of who in their own offices is responsible for internal control execution.

Because Treasury did not implement the HHF program in a manner that is consistent with standards for program evaluation design we previously identified, the performance data that Treasury collects do not provide significant insights into the program’s effectiveness. More specifically, Treasury

- did not clearly state some of its performance measures;
- lacks documentation of the relationship between program outputs and overall goals;
- did not design consistent methodologies for HFAs to use in setting targets; and
- did not require participating HFAs to use consistent methodologies to calculate outcomes.

As a result, Treasury cannot aggregate key performance data or compare performance data across HFAs or HHF program types to demonstrate the results of the HHF program. As we have previously reported, OMB has set the expectation that agencies should conduct evaluations of federal programs. Moreover, our guide to designing evaluations states that where federal programs operate through multiple local public or private agencies, it important to ensure the data these agencies collect are sufficiently consistent to permit aggregation nationwide in order to evaluate progress toward national goals. Although HHF programs must stop disbursing funds by December 31, 2021, many of the programs have already ended or are in the process of winding down, making it too late for changes to Treasury’s approach to performance measurement to have a meaningful impact. However, we note that if Treasury were to extend the current program, as it did after Congress provided additional funding in 2015, or if Congress were to establish a similar program due to a future housing crisis, it would be useful at that time for Treasury to develop a program evaluation design that would allow the agency to assess overall program performance, as well as assess performance across HFAs and program types.
Recommendations for Executive Action

We are making the following two recommendations to Treasury:

The Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions should annually collect and evaluate HFAs’ risk assessments, which include HFAs’ risk levels. (Recommendation 1)

The Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions should ensure that the documentation listing the HFA staff responsible for internal control execution is updated routinely. (Recommendation 2)

Agency Comments

We provided a draft of this report to Treasury for review and comment. In its comments, reproduced in appendix IV, Treasury agreed with our recommendations and stated that it has already taken steps toward addressing them by enhancing the existing review procedures for HFA’s risk assessments and staffing updates. Treasury also provided a technical comment, which we incorporated.

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the Secretary of the Treasury, and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov. We will make copies available to others upon request. The report will also be available at no charge on our website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-8678 or ortiza@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs are listed on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to this report are listed in appendix V.
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Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

The objectives of this report were to (1) determine the extent to which the Department of the Treasury’s (Treasury) monitoring of the Hardest Hit Fund (HHF) addresses leading practices for program oversight, (2) provide information on housing finance agencies’ (HFA) active programs and the status of HFAs’ progress toward program targets, and (3) describe challenges in implementing HHF programs that HFAs and others identified.

To determine the extent to which Treasury’s monitoring of HHF addresses leading practices for program oversight, we used a scorecard methodology to compare Treasury’s monitoring policies and procedures, as implemented by 2016, against leading practices for an effective monitoring framework. To create the framework, we reviewed key reports and guidance related to monitoring, oversight, and performance management. In particular we reviewed relevant leading practices from internal control standards; previous GAO work on results-oriented performance goals and measures, key attributes for successful performance measures, characteristics for successful hierarchies of performance measures, and managing fraud risk; and Office of Management and Budget guidance on oversight. Although Treasury is not required to follow all of the guidance that we identified, we determined

that the guidance describes practices that are helpful for creating an effective monitoring framework.

To select the practices for the scorecard, we focused on practices relevant to the structure of an oversight framework (including fraud risk); performance measures; goal setting; and communication with external parties. We reviewed key reports and guidance and then vetted our selected practices with stakeholders knowledgeable about performance measurement, design methodology, fraud risk, and the law. Based on this review and input, we consolidated identified practices into 14 leading practices to apply to Treasury’s monitoring framework.

We then assessed Treasury’s policies and procedures against the framework. Specifically, we reviewed the agencies’ documented policies and procedures, reviewed documentation of how Treasury followed its policies and procedures, conducted interviews with Treasury staff responsible for overseeing HHF, and interviewed stakeholders, such as mortgage servicers, about Treasury’s monitoring of HHF. We also interviewed staff from four HFAs about Treasury’s monitoring of their programs; we selected the HFAs based on their mix of HHF programs, proportion of HHF funds disbursed, and geographic diversity. We also took into account whether stakeholders indicated that an HFA’s implementation of the program was particularly successful or challenging. With regard to the documentation Treasury collects as part of its monitoring, we limited our review to its 2016 and 2017 monitoring activities, and we limited our review of Treasury’s written policies and procedures to those implemented from January 2016 to September 2018. Two analysts independently reviewed agency policies and procedures to determine whether the policies were consistent with the 14 identified leading practices. Any disagreements in the determinations were resolved through discussion or with a third party, including the General Counsel’s office. We categorized each practice as follows:

- **Addressed**: Treasury’s policies and procedures reflect each component of the leading practice.
- **Partially addressed**: Treasury’s policies and procedures reflect some but not all components of the leading practice.
- **Not addressed**: Treasury’s policies and procedures do not reflect any of the components of the leading practice

To describe active HHF programs and the status of HFAs’ progress toward program goals, we reviewed program documents, administered a
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data collection instrument, and spoke with officials at four HFAs (selected as previously described) and Treasury. We defined active programs as those that had a total allocation approved by Treasury and were accepting applications and still disbursing funds to households or blight elimination projects as of December 2017. In order to identify which programs were active, we developed, collected, and reviewed a questionnaire in which HFAs provided information on when each of their HHF programs started and stopped disbursing funds. For each of the 71 active programs we identified, we reviewed quarterly performance reports as of December 2017 to compile descriptive information such as program outputs and outcomes.

Through the review of program documentation and interviews with knowledgeable officials, we found that Treasury’s output data were sufficiently reliable for our description of homeowners assisted and properties demolished. We also found that the data Treasury collected from HFAs on program outcomes were not reliable for the purpose of summarizing alternative outcomes by HFA or by program type.7 Treasury officials noted that the conclusions that can be drawn from alternative outcome data are inherently limited, particularly for the purpose of making comparisons between HFAs or program types, due to HFAs interpreting certain outcome measures differently, among other factors. Additionally, by comparing Treasury’s outcome measures to leading practices, we found that their definitions were not clearly stated.

We also identified four studies on the impact of HHF blight elimination programs and reviewed them for reliable methodology. We determined that one of the four studies was not reliable for the purpose of assessing the impact of blight programs on targeted areas.8 Two of the three studies that we determined to be reliable had important limitations.9 One study

7An alternative outcome is an outcome that was not an intended outcome of the program.

8This study estimates the impacts that two programs have had on property values in South Carolina. Because the study did not specify the extent to which HHF funded these programs and the estimates used in this study have inherent weaknesses, we do not include this study in our report.

9The study that was reliable and had no significant limitations was Dynamo Metrics, LLC, Estimating Home Equity Impacts from Rapid, Targeted Residential Demolition in Detroit, MI: Application of a Spatially-Dynamic Data System for Decision Support (July 2015), accessed September 27, 2018, https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55e8c061e4b018cc4b5864bc/t/55f78eee4b07bf949e5de03/1442287342508/Detroit_DemoStudy_FinalEditedVersion.pdf.
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examine[d] 1 of the 18 counties that were served by that HFA’s blight elimination program. The other study did not isolate the independent effect of the HFA’s blight elimination program because other factors, such as local economic conditions, could also affect the performance of key economic indicators. We reviewed each HFA’s contract with Treasury as of December 2017 to identify each program’s target for assisting homeowners or demolishing blighted properties. Through comparison with internal control standards, we found that these targets were not reliable for the purpose of describing HFAs’ progress toward program goals because they were not stated in a form that permitted reasonably consistent measurement.

To describe the factors Treasury identified as challenges for the HHF program, we analyzed Treasury’s on-site compliance monitoring reports for 2016 and 2017. As a part of our analysis, we identified the HFAs that Treasury visited in 2016 and 2017 and the extent to which Treasury had observations related to five Treasury-identified areas: monitoring processes and internal controls, eligibility, program expenses and income, administrative expenses, and reporting.

We also interviewed key stakeholders regarding their views of challenges related to implementation of the HHF program, particularly since 2012. We discussed challenges with Treasury staff with responsibilities for monitoring HFAs’ implementation of the program; staff from four HFAs that are implementing HHF programs; six mortgage servicers that are involved with the HHF program; and two housing counseling agencies that are involved with the HHF program. For two of the HFAs with blight elimination programs, we conducted site visits to observe activities related to blight elimination. Additionally, we discussed challenges with other interested organizations, including an association for HFAs and an organization that brings together housing counselors, mortgage companies, investors, and other mortgage market participants to help address challenges in the mortgage market. Further, we reviewed reports


issued by the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program. We summarized the challenges that stakeholders described.

We conducted this performance audit from November 2017 through December 2018 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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To determine the extent to which the Department of the Treasury’s (Treasury) policies and procedures for monitoring and oversight address leading monitoring practices, we identified factors for an effective monitoring framework based on a review of key reports and guidance and input from stakeholders knowledgeable about performance measurement, design methodology, fraud risk, and the law. To select the practices for the scorecard, we focused on factors relevant to the structure of an oversight framework (including fraud risk); performance measures; goal setting; and communication with external parties. We consolidated identified factors into 14 leading practices to apply to Treasury’s oversight and monitoring framework. See Table 3 for the 14 leading practices and their underlying factors.

Table 3: Leading Monitoring Practices Scorecard with Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leading practices and factors</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regular monitoring of policies and procedures</strong></td>
<td><em>Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,</em>&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; 10.01 and 16.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Management should design control activities to achieve objectives and respond to risks. Management monitors the internal control system through ongoing monitoring and separate evaluations.</td>
<td><em>Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,</em>&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; 12.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Management periodically reviews policies, procedures, and related control activities for continued relevance and effectiveness in achieving the entity’s objectives or addressing related risks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk-based monitoring approach</strong></td>
<td><em>A Framework for Managing Fraud Risks in Federal Programs,</em>&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Employ a risk-based approach to monitoring by taking into account internal and external factors that can influence the control environment, such as organizational changes and emerging risks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Periodic collection of performance reports and data from implementing partners</strong></td>
<td><em>Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,</em>&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; 13.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Management obtains relevant data from reliable internal and external sources in a timely manner based on the identified information requirements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Periodic analysis of performance data</strong></td>
<td><em>Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,</em>&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; 10.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Management establishes activities to monitor performance measures and indicators. These may include comparisons and assessments relating different sets of data to one another so that analyses of the relationships can be made and appropriate actions taken.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Leading practices and factors

#### Procedures for ensuring quality of performance data
- Management evaluates both internal and external sources of data for reliability.
- Management obtains data on a timely basis so that they can be used for effective monitoring.

**Source**
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 13.04

#### Roles and responsibilities of personnel responsible for monitoring
- Management documents in policies for each unit its responsibility for an operational process’s objectives and related risks, and control activity design, implementation, and operating effectiveness.
- Personnel report internal control issues through established reporting lines to the appropriate internal and external parties on a timely basis to enable the entity to promptly evaluate those issues.

**Source**
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 12.03
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 17.02

#### Validation of implementing partners’ performance through site visits or other means of verification
- The federal awarding agency may make site visits as warranted by program needs.

**Source**

#### Procedures for project closeout
- The federal agency or pass-through entity will close out the federal award when it determines that all applicable administrative actions and all required work of the federal award have been completed by the nonfederal entity.

**Source**

#### Consideration of performance information in making management decisions
- Management evaluates and documents the results of ongoing monitoring and separate evaluations to identify internal control issues. Management identifies changes in the internal control system that either have occurred or are needed because of changes in the entity and its environment.
- Management completes and documents corrective actions to remediate internal control deficiencies on a timely basis. These corrective actions include resolution of audit findings.

**Source**
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 16.09-16.10
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 17.06

#### Identification, evaluation, and monitoring of risks
- Management should define objectives clearly to enable the identification of risks and define risk tolerances.
- Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of preventive activities, including fraud risk assessments and the antifraud strategy, as well as controls to detect fraud and response efforts.
- Management estimates the significance of the identified risks to assess their effect on achieving the defined objectives at both the entity and transaction levels. The oversight body may oversee management’s estimates of significance so that risk tolerances have been properly defined.

**Source**
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 6.01
- A Framework for Managing Fraud Risks in Federal Programs,\(^b\) 4.1
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 7.06

#### Documentation that monitoring plans were executed
- Effective documentation assists in management’s design of internal control by establishing and communicating the who, what, when, where, and why of internal control execution to personnel.
- Management evaluates and documents the results of ongoing monitoring and separate evaluations to identify internal control issues.
- Management evaluates and documents internal control issues and determines appropriate corrective actions for internal control deficiencies on a timely basis.

**Source**
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 3.10
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 16.09
- Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,\(^a\) 17.05
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leading practices and factors</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Communication with external parties to address risks and achieve objectives**            | *Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,*\(^a\) 15.02-15.03  
  *Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,*\(^b\) 15.07 |
| • Management communicates with, and obtains quality information from, external parties using established reporting lines. Management communicates quality information externally through reporting lines so that external parties can help the entity achieve its objectives and address related risks.  
• Management selects appropriate methods to communicate externally.                      |                                                                       |
| **Development of relevant output and outcome performance indicators**                      | *Tax Administration: IRS Needs to Further Refine Its Tax Filing Season Performance Measures*  
  *Agencies’ Annual Performance Plans Under the Results Act: An Assessment Guide to Facilitate Congressional Decisionmaking* |
| • Clarity. Measure is clearly stated and the name and definition are consistent with the methodology used to calculate it.  
• Measurable target. Measure has a numerical goal.  
• Demonstrate results. Performance measures should tell each organizational level how well it is achieving its goals. |                                                                       |
| **Documentation of goals and measures and their relationship to program outputs**         | *Agency Performance Plans: Examples of Practices That Can Improve Usefulness to Decisionmakers* |
| • Create a set of performance goals and measures that addresses important dimensions of program performance and balances competing priorities. Sets of performance goals and measures could provide a balanced perspective of the intended performance of a program’s multiple priorities.  
• Use intermediate goals and measures to show progress or contribution to intended results. Intermediate goals and measures, such as outputs or intermediate outcomes, can be used to show progress or contribution to intended results.  
• Include explanatory information on the goals and measures. Explanatory information in a performance plan can help to show the relationship among results-oriented goals, measures, and program outputs and services. |                                                                       |

---


\(^b\) *GAO, A Framework for Managing Fraud Risks in Federal Programs, GAO-15-593SP* (Washington, D.C.: July 2015). GAO’s framework for managing fraud risks provides comprehensive guidance to management for conducting fraud risk assessments, as required by the Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government. Specifically, principle 8 of the internal control standards states that management should consider the potential for fraud when identifying, analyzing, and responding to risks.
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As shown in table 4, housing finance agencies (HFA) were implementing from one to seven Hardest Hit Fund (HHF) programs (excluding blight programs) as of the fourth quarter of 2017. We included programs for which HFAs were disbursing funds to homeowners. As of December 2017, individual HFAs had assisted from 807 to 86,220 homeowners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HFA</th>
<th>Number of programs (excluding blight programs)</th>
<th>Homeowners assisted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6,313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>86,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>65,589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11,008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5,734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37,717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18,289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8,830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Hardest Hit Fund data. | GAO-19-100
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Note: Some HFAs allowed homeowners to participate in more than one type of Hardest Hit Fund program; therefore, aggregating the number of homeowners assisted may have resulted in double-counting.

Eight HFAs were implementing active blight elimination programs as of December 2017, as shown in table 5. The number of blighted properties demolished by individual HFAs ranged from 0 to 13,925.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HFA</th>
<th>Blighted properties demolished</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>2,106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>13,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>7,181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Hardest Hit Fund data. | GAO-19-100

The Department of the Treasury’s 2017 utilization threshold requires that HFAs draw at least 95 percent of their HHF funding from rounds one through four by December 31, 2017 (see table 6). As of December 2017, 17 of 18 HFAs had drawn 95 percent or more of their funding from rounds one through four. The Nevada HFA had drawn 70 percent of its funding from rounds one through four.

Table 6: Extent to Which Housing Finance Agencies (HFA) Met the Department of the Treasury’s 2017 Utilization Threshold, as of December 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HFA</th>
<th>Rounds 1–4 funding (dollars)</th>
<th>Drawn (percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>267,766,006</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>1,975,334,096</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>20,697,198</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>1,057,839,136</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>339,255,819</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>445,603,557</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>221,694,139</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>148,901,875</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>498,605,738</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HFA</th>
<th>Rounds 1–4 funding (dollars)</th>
<th>Drawn (percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>101,888,323</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>194,026,240</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>300,548,144</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>482,781,786</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>570,395,099</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>220,042,786</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>79,351,573</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>295,431,547</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>217,315,593</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Hardest Hit Fund data. | GAO-19-100

Notes: If an HFA did not draw at least 95 percent of its funding from rounds one through four by December 31, 2017, 75 percent of its round five funding would have been reallocated.

The Alabama HFA was not eligible for the first phase of round five funding because it had not drawn 50 percent of its funding from rounds one through four as of mid-February 2016.

*The Nevada HFA drew 70 percent of its funding for rounds one through four as of December 31, 2017, and therefore did not meet the 2017 utilization threshold. As a result, Treasury reallocated approximately $6.7 million of the Nevada HFA’s unused fifth round HHF funds to the 17 other HFAs.
Appendix IV: Comments from the Department of the Treasury

November 27, 2018

Anna Maria Ortiz
Acting Director, Financial Markets and Community Investment
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Ms. Ortiz:

The Department of the Treasury (Treasury) appreciates the opportunity to review a draft of the GAO’s latest report on the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) entitled, “Monitoring of Hardest Hit Fund Program Could Be Strengthened” (Draft). Treasury takes very seriously its responsibility as a steward of taxpayer funds, even as we continue to wind down TARP.

The Housing Finance Agency Innovation Fund for the Hardest Hit Housing Markets (Hardest Hit Fund, or HHF) is a $9.6 billion program created in February 2010 to help struggling homeowners avoid foreclosure and stabilize housing markets in areas hit hardest by the housing crisis. Housing finance agencies (together with certain affiliates, HFAs) use funding in 18 states and the District of Columbia to design and implement HHF programs tailored to the specific needs and conditions of local communities. To date, HFAs have established 93 different programs under HHF, which have collectively assisted more than 370,000 homeowners and helped to remove more than 27,000 blighted properties.

As the Draft notes, the HHF program is nearly concluded. Of the $9.6 billion allocated to the program, the states have drawn approximately $9.1 billion (95 percent) as of today’s date. Of the 19 states currently operating HHF programs, at least nine have already closed or expect to close their largest programs this year. Accordingly, the orderly wind down of the HHF program is an important focus of both Treasury and the states.

The Draft recommends that Treasury regularly collect and evaluate HFAs’ risk assessments, and that Treasury ensure that documentation listing HFA staff responsible for internal control execution is routinely updated. We agree with these recommendations and have already taken steps to enhance the existing review procedures for HFAs’ risk assessments and HFA staffing updates.

Treasury appreciates GAO’s analysis of the Hardest Hit Fund. We look forward to continuing to work with you and your team as we wind down TARP.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Kipp Kruebühl
Acting Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions
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The Housing Finance Agency Innovation Fund for the Hardest Hit Housing Markets (Hardest Hit Fund, or HHF) is a $9.6 billion program created in February 2010 to help struggling homeowners avoid foreclosure and stabilize housing markets in areas hit hardest by the housing crisis. Housing finance agencies (together with certain affiliates, HFAs) use funding in 18 states and the District of Columbia to design and implement HHF programs tailored to the specific needs and conditions of local communities. To date, HFAs have established 93 different programs under HHF, which have collectively assisted more than 370,000 homeowners and helped to remove more than 27,000 blighted properties.
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